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4. The product of (m, n)-compact topological spaces. 
The object of this section is to give conditions which assure the (m, n)-
compactness of a Cartesian product of topological spaces in the product 
topology. The most interesting question is the (1, oo)-compactness of 
these spaces; the answer to this problem is given by Tychonoff's theorem. 
In the case when m is an infinite cardinal the situation is completely 
different as can be seen from suitable examples. 
Lemma 7. If X = II Xy is (m, n)-compact then every subproduct 
yer 
X(K) =II x'Yk is (m, n)-compact. Similarly if X is completely (m, n)-
kEK 
compact then every subproduct X(K) is completely (m, n)-compact. 
Proof: Let {Oi(K)} (i E I) be a collection of open sets in the space 
X(K) such that card I <,n. Then the collection of all cylinders O(K, Oi(K)) = 
= [x :x EX and p(x; K) E Oi(K)] is a family of open sets in X. (Here 
p(x; K) denotes the projection of x into X(K).) If {Oi(K)} (i E I) is a 
cover of X(K) then {O(K, Oi(K))} (i E I) is a cover of X. Hence if X is 
(completely) (m, n)-compact then there is a subfamily {O(K, oi (K))} (j E J 
of cardinality card J <,m which covers U O(K, Oi(K)). Therefore 
i 
U OdK) = U Oi(K) and so X(K) is (completely) (m, n)-compact. 
i 1 i 
A special application of this lemma shows that if X is completely 
(m, oo)-compact then every subproduct of finitely many factors is com-
pletely (m, oo)-compact in the product topology. We have the following 
converse statement: 
Theorem 6. Suppose that every product space of finitely many factors 
selected from a family {Xy} (y E F) of topological spaces is completely (m, oo)-
compact for some m satisfying card r < m. Then the topological product 
X= II Xy is also completely (m, oo)-compact. 
yer 
Proof: The open sets of X are generated by the base f/J consisting 
of all finite intersections B=O(yv 0 1) (') ... II O(ym On) of cylinders 
O(y, 0) = [x :x EX and x, E OJ where 0 is an open set in Xy. Therefore by 
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Lemma 5 in the study of the problem whether X is completely (m, oo)-
compact or not it is sufficient to consider only coverings {B,} by sets 
B, E !!8. 
If {B.} (i E J) is an arbitrary family of sets Bi E f!8 we can decompose 
it into denumerably many subfamilies {Bf}, where {B?} contains all sets 
Bi of {Bi} (i E J) which are of the form 
Bi= B~=O(yv Ou) n ... n O(y,., o,..). 
If for every fixed n= 1, 2, ... the set U B~ can be covered by a subfamily 
i 
{ Bf.} (j E J ,.) of the family { Bf} ( i E J) such that card J n < m then also 
1 
{ Bi} can be covered by a subfamily { Bii} (j E J) of cardinality card J < m. 
(The cardinal m is infinite; if it is finite then there is nothing to prove.) 
Thus X is completely (m, oo)-compact if and only if every family {B.}, 
where n is fixed, has a subfamily of cardinality at most m which covers 
UBf. 
i 
Let {Bf} be given. We choose an arbitrary n-tuple (Yv ... , y,.) of indices 
Yv ... , y,. E rand consider the family of all sets Bf which are of the form 
Bf=O(yv Oli) n ... n O,.(y, O,.i). Let this family be denoted by f!d(yv ... ,y,.). 
By hypothesis Xy1 x ... xXy,is completely(m, oo)-compact andOux ... x o .. 
is one of its open sets. Therefore there exists a colleCtion of sets Oli x ... x o,.., 
in cardinality at most m, whose union covers the union of all these sets. 
Let {OliJ x ... xO,.iJ (j E J) be such a collection. The corresponding sets 
B'f:; = O(yv Oli.) n ... n O(y,., O,.i.) cover the sets of the family f!d(yv ... , y,.). 
' 1 1 
Now if the index set r has cardinality at most m then there are at most m 
choices for the n-tuples (Yv ... , y,.). Consequently there is a subfamily 
{ Bf.} (j E J) of { Bf} ( i E J) which covers U Bf and is such that card J < m. 
1 i 
This completes the proof. 
There are topological spaces X such that X x X x . . . is a hereditary 
Lindelof space for any countable choice of the factors X while the product 
of non countably many copies of X is not a hereditary LindelOf space. 
These spaces X show that the condition card r < m can not be omitted 
from the hypothesis of Theorem 6. For instance we can let F= {y} be a 
non countable index set and let Xy for y E r be the space of reals with 
its usual topology. Let Oy(y E F) be the open interval 0 < ~ < 1 and let 
O(y, Oy) be the cylinder O(y, Oy)= [x :O<xy< 1]. We can easily show that 
there is no countable subcollection of {O(y, Oy}} (y E F) which would 
cover U O(y, Oy)· For let {O(yi, Or)} (j = 1, 2, ... ) be given. We construct 
y 
an x E U O(y, Oy) with the property that x ¢ U O(yi, Oy.). In fact there 
y y 1 
is an index y E F such that y i= Yi for every j = 1, 2, ... because F is not 
countable. We choose xy EOy for every such index y so that x= {xy} EO(y,Oy) 
no matter how the other components xy.(j = 1, 2, ... ) are chosen. If we 
1 
choose Xy. such that xy. ¢ Oy. then x ¢ O(yi, Oy.) for every j = 1, 2, .... 
1 1 1 1 
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Hence X ¢ l) O(y;, o,i). This shows that II x, is not a hereditary Lindelof 
' , 
space. 
For uniform spaces the previous result on the complete (m, =)-com-
pactness of the product of such spaces can be further strengthened. 
For we have the following 
Lemma 8. Let u be a uniform cardinality of the uniform spaces 
X 1 and X 2. If X 1 and X 2 are completely (m, =)-compact for some cardinal 
m>u then X 1 X X 2 is completely (m, =)-compact in the product topology. 
Proof: We suppose that X1 and X 2 are completely (m, =)-compact 
while x1 X x2 is not. Then by Theorem 4 there is a set s in x1 X x2 
such that card S>m and no point of Sis an m-accumulation point of S. 
Hence there is an open set 0 8 for every s E S which contains s and is such 
that card ( 0 s n S) < m. Let ~1 and ~ 2 be bases for uniform structures 
of the topologies on XI and X 2 such that card ~1 <m and card ~2 <m. 
Then there is a U8 E ~1 x ~2 which may depend on the point s such 
that U8 [s] C 0 8 and so card (U.[s] n S) <m. Since card S>m and 
card (~1 x ~2) <m there is a vicinity U E ~1 x ~2 which is independent of 
sand there is a setS* C S for which cardS* >mand card (U[s] nS*) < m. 
Let the factors of u be u1 E ~1 and u2 E ~2 so that (s, x) E u means that 
(sv x1) E u1 and (s2, x2) E u2 where s = (sv s2) and X= (xi> x2). We define 
Si=[s1 :(svs2) ES*] and s;=[s2:(svs2) ES*]. There are two cases. 
Case l. If card Si<m then card s;>m because card S*>m. There 
is then a fixed point s2 E X2 and a subsetS** of S* such that cardS** >m 
and card (U[s] n S**)<m. Hence we have (si, x1) E U1 for at most m 
points X E S* * because s2 = x2 for every X E S* * and so (s2, x2) E u2. Let 
Si* = [s1: (sv s2) E S**]. Then given any s1 E Si* we have (sv x1) E u1 for 
at most m points xi E S* *. This shows that no point x1 E Si* is an m-
accumulation point of the set Si*. Since card Si* =card S** >m this 
shows that X1 is not a completely ( m, =)-compact space. This leads to a 
contraction. 
Case 2. Suppose that card Si>m. We choose a symmetric vicinity 
v1 E ~1 such that v1 0 VIc u1. Since x1 is completely (m, =)-compact 
the set Si has an m-accumulation point s1 E Si and so there is a subset 
S** CS* such that card S**>m and (sv xi) E V1 for every (xv x2) ES**. 
Consequently (xv Y1) E v1 0 v1 for any two points X= (xv x2) andy= (y1, Y2) 
of the set S**. Given any xES** we have (x, y) E U only for at most 
m points y E S* *. Therefore given any x2 E s;* = [ x2 : (xv x2) E S* *] we 
have (x2, Y2) E u2 for at most m points Y2 E s;* i.e. no point x2 E s;* is 
an m-accumulation point of the set s;*. If cards;* >m then it follows 
immediately that X2 is not completely (m, =)-compact and this is a 
contradiction. If card s;* < m then card Si* > m and as we saw before 
S** contains nom-accumulation points of itself. Hence choosing S** asS 
29 Series A 
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we are lead to a situation which we already discussed under Case l. This 
completes the p£oof of the lemma. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 8 and of Theorem 6 is 
Theorem 7. Let u,. be a uniform cardinality of the uniform space 
X,. for y E r and let m be a cardinal such that cardF < m and u,. < m for 
every y E r. If X,. is completely (m, oo)-compact for every y E r then 
X= IT X,. is completely (m, oo)-compact in its product topology. 
r 
There are Lindelof spaces X such that X x X is not a LindelOf space. 
As a matter of fact there are spaces X with this property which are not 
only Lindelof spaces but also completely (w, oo)-compact. For instance 
X can be the set of reals ordered as usual and topologized by the half 
open interval topology .r +· This example is discussed in detail in [I2]. 
These spaces show that Tychonoff's theorem can not be extended to 
generalized compact spaces. There is however an elementary lemma 
which can be used to prove that the Cartesian product of finitely many 
compact topological spaces is compact in the product topology. This 
lemma can be extended to (m, n)-compact spaces without difficulties. 
Theorem 8. The Cartesian product of a {1, oo)-compact space X and 
of an (m, oo)-compact space Y is an (m, oo)-compact space in the product 
topology. 
Proof: Let {Oi} (i E I) be an open cover of X x X. For every point 
(x, y) EX x Y there are open sets 0~ and o; such that (x, y) E 0~ x 0~ C 0, 
for some O, containing (x, y), Hence it is sufficient to show that the 
family of rectangles O~xO; contains a subfamily of cardinality at most 
m which is a cover of X x Y. Let y E Y be fixed. The set 8 11 = [(~, 'f}) :'fJ=Y] 
is cove£ed by the family {0~ x o;} (x EX) and so it can be covered by a 
finite subfamily {O~k x o:k} (k= I, ... , r) where the integer r may depend 
on y. We consider the sets o;•, ... , O~r. Since y E o;k for every index k the 
intersection Q11 =0;• n ... n o;r is a non-void open set in Y which con-
tains y. Therefore the finite family {O~k n Q11} (k= I, ... , r) covers all 
points (~, y) of the set 8 11• • 
Now let y vary over Y and consider the family {Q11} (y E Y) which is 
an open cover of the (m, oo)-compact space Y. Hence there is a subfamily 
{Q11.} (j E J) satisfying card J <;m which is a subcover of Y. The union of j 
the sets 0~ x Q11i (j fixed and k= I, ... , r;) is a covering of X x Q111 and 
so the union of these families for every j E J is a covering of X x Y whose 
cardinality is at most r. The family {O:i xo::} (jEJ and k=I, ... ,r;) 
is the required subfamily of {0~ x O;} (x EX and y E Y). Therefore 
X x Y is (m, oo)-compact. 
Cornell University 
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